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 Legal professionals face challenges
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requirements, version control issues,
and tedious manual review
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automates document management and
review. It enables users to extract
important information from large
documents and utilize it for various tasks
including database storage, document
querying, and document editing.
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OpenAI: 
Works with GPT-3.5-Turbo
Better results GPT-4

AskMarvin:
AI Engineering Framework
Utilizes Pydantic Library
Makes it easy to structure your
prompts with Class instances
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AI ModelsAI Models

Useful for enforcing structured data output



AI FunctionsAI Functions

Excellent for generative tasks while still giving a
desired output type.



AI Classi�ersAI Classi�ers

Used for classification tasks using a clever logits
trick with the tiktoken
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Improved UI and UX

More robust query managment system
Ability to delete queries
More control over base classes

Improved document exploration

Pipeline to ML Classification models
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